
 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
Job Title: Production Manager 

Responsible 
to: 

Comms Manager 

Key internal 
relationships: 

Comms Team including Social Media Lead and OH1 & OH2 
Gatherings Co-ordinators 
Senior Leadership Team 
 

Key external  
relationships: 

 
Elim Loughborough 

  
Job Context 

Open Heaven is a strong and growing church. Our vision is ‘Making Disciples             
who establish heaven on earth’. We are known for our effective discipleship            
culture, the development and release of younger leaders, and working in unity            
and partnership with others across the body of Christ.  
Our model is ‘One Church with Multiple Expressions’ with a vision of daring to              
reach every unreached network and neighbourhood (though we will not plant           
where other churches are working). Mission is the organising principle of how we             
grow Open Heaven and as such we already have three local expressions; OH1             
our 18s-30s expression, OH2 our generations together expression and OH3 our           
intercultural expression. 
 
Like many churches, we have gone online since Mar 2020 and as lockdown lifts,              
we know online is here to stay. We want to move from simply adapting to the new                 
digital space, to flourishing in it. This new post will help us make this transition               
effectively and will be the cultural architect of the next season of OH Online. 
 
During lockdown, contributors from across our 3 current expressions were pooled           
together to create 1 Sunday livestream made up of pre-recorded components. As            
we come out of lockdown we would like to strengthen the identity of each              
expression again and move towards more bespoke live streams for each           
expression, even though we would generally keep the main components the           
same eg. the talk. This can be done in such a way that it also sets us up for                   
resourcing the planting of an OH4 and OH5. We would like to create a menu               
each Sunday that each expression could use as they begin to gather in person in               
various venues around the town eg. Expression Leaders could do live hosting            
and then stream in a talk or worship set from the morning gathering. This              

 



 

potentially allows new expressions to be planted more easily as Expression           
planting teams are not having to create quality content each week. 
 
In 2013, we moved into St Peter’s Centre. This facility is where OH2 meets,              
where we run community engagement projects and is where we host           
conferences to serve the national Pioneer network.  
 
It is now being equipped with live streaming equipment. From mid September we             
would like OH2 to be streamed live from St Peter’s at 10.30am. This would              
involve live hosts, a live worship band and a live speaker alongside pre-recorded             
components such as bible readings.  
 
The longer term remit of this role is about resourcing multiple expressions of             
Open Heaven across Loughborough with both live streaming and in person           
events. We are committed to creating a hybrid church model in which both in              
person  and online gatherings will thrive. 
 
Our online live stream will be a shop window for spiritual searchers and             
newcomers to check out Open Heaven and may become an expression in its             
own right. The ability to stream the same key talks to multiple expressions will              
help with alignment across the whole church. 
 
As Ness is the leader of Pioneer UK, this role will also resource the Pioneer               
network by filming and livestreaming Pioneer events that take place in St. Peter’s.             
There are normally 3-4 Pioneer events held in St Peter’s every year.  

  
Job Purpose 

● To develop Open Heaven’s online presence and resource multiple 
expressions with live streaming 

● To utilise the new equipment in St.Peter’s to stream gatherings live and do 
so with excellence 

  
Scope and Limits of Authority 

● To provide input on budgetary requirements needed for production 
● To oversee and administer streaming budget 
● To manage an Events/Production Intern 

  
 
 
 



 

Areas of Responsibility 

1) To enable the streaming of live OH2 morning gatherings from St Peter’s 
with added pre-recorded components. This is likely to be live hosts, band 
and speaker. To take part in any planning meetings or dry runs for Sunday. 
To edit and post the OH2 gathering onto our YouTube Channel.  

  

2) To create a menu for other expressions. To make the talk and worship set 
available to other expressions meeting that day, along with pre-recorded 
components eg. intro/outro, bible readings. To edit and post the OH1 
gathering onto our YouTube Channel.  

  

3) To research content, such as videos and spoken words created by external 
organisations, for forthcoming gatherings within the next series or special 
guest events, that fits with our DNA and church culture, with a focus on 
quality. 

 

4) To recruit, train and schedule a voluntary tech/streaming team, based on 
what each expression needs. To establish a culture of debriefing and 
feedback every week, to ensure continual upskilling and improvement.  

  

5) To oversee all technical aspects of filming and livestreaming other events 
and conferences outside of Sundays eg. Weekends Away, Jacob's Ladder, 
Pioneer Leaders’ Days, Pioneer Annual Leaders’ Conference. To assist, 
where relevant, with external bookings involving filming and live streaming 
eg. Weddings 

  
6) To ensure all our production equipment is kept clean, maintained and 

replaced when necessary. To research and use the streaming budget to 
help resource expressions with live stream and venue needs. 

 
7) To photograph our events and help to populate our photo bank of images to 

use in digital and printed media. 

 

8) To manage our YouTube account, Church.Online, Restream and Facebook 
Videos and keep up to date with relevant platforms and trends in the world 



 

of live streaming. 

 

9) To work alongside our Worship Team and Creative Community to create 
additional online events which focus on reflection, creativity and worship. To 
work alongside the Senior Leadership and staff team to create video 
content for our online training for courses such as; School of Leaders which 
can be used to resource internally and externally. 

 

10) To keep up to date and conform with GDPR and privacy. To keep up to 
date and comply with COVID-19 government guidance. 

 

11) To collect data, report to Senior Leadership, create and implement strategy 
to increase engagement and viewer figures for live streaming. 

 
 
PERSON SPECIFICATION 
It is a genuine occupational requirement of this post to have a personal faith in               
Jesus in order to help make Open Heaven Church a place where people can              
encounter God, grow in their discipleship journey and build community 
 
Personal Qualities 

● To demonstrate a Christ-centred character including a deep love for God 
and grace and love for people 

● To demonstrate a consistent integrity, humility and valuing what Jesus 
values 

● To demonstrate a commitment to understand and operate within the 
relational and culturally relevant culture of Open Heaven, our vision and 
values 

● To be passionate about church growth 
● To model a healthy work ethic 
● To be flexible, reliable and a proactive team player 
● To have flexibility in working hours; Sunday will be a work day as will some 

evenings  
● To possess a commitment to teamwork and continual learning 

 
 
 
 



 

Experience 

To have experience in: 
● high quality, live video streaming, both pre-recorded and live events, with           

multiple elements, using multiple platforms 
● 3+ years using Premiere Pro or other relevant professional video editing           

software 
● graphic/video design or a strong awareness of the importance of branding           

and brand identity 
● using D-SLR camera, camcords, microphones, switchboards and mixing        

desks 
● recording and mixing live audio and music 
● setting up sets, lighting and audio 
● integrating live streaming with social media and websites 
● broadcasting, video encoding equipment, video codecs, and live video         

delivery systems 
● managing others 

 
 Skills/Abilities 

● To be able to manage an intern and a volunteer team 
● To possess a keen eye for detail 
● To have a passion for Event and Live Stream Productions and growing            

capabilities of this product offering 
● To have an outgoing nature to work with a variety of people, not afraid to               

share ideas and advise alternatives when necessary 
● To use Adobe Creative Suite and video editing software 
● To use Restream and OBS software 
● To use live broadcasting software 
● To use social media platforms such as YouTube and Facebook 
● To be creative and thought provoking, interested in teaching the team           

what they know and increasing industry knowledge 
● To be up-to-date on trends in video technology as well as social media             

and web marketing 
● To be creative and outgoing, enjoying bringing new ideas to the table            

during brainstorming sessions 
● To remain on-site throughout the duration of the shoot, monitoring and           

ensuring there are no breaks in streaming and stepping in to adjust            
equipment as necessary 

● To be self-motivated to learn as much as possible and continue to grow 
● To be relationally skilled and able to work in close collaboration with team             

members and church members and handle conflict effectively 



 

● To be able to handle pressure and meet tight deadlines 
● To be able to adapt to fluctuating workloads throughout the year; can work             

at a fast pace during strategic points in the calendar year, eg start of term 
● To be able to prioritise tasks in accordance with the current needs of the              

church 

  


